Демонстрационный вариант итоговой контрольной работы
по АНГЛИЙСКОМУ ЯЗЫКУ. 2018 г.
8 класс

Инструкция для учащихся
Итоговая контрольная работа проводится в два этапа: на двух занятиях
по 45 минут каждое. На первом занятии ты выполнишь письменную часть
работы, на втором – устную.
Тебе понадобится ручка, простой карандаш, ластик.
Ответы на задания запиши в поля ответов в тексте работы. Если ты
хочешь изменить ответ, то зачеркни его и запиши рядом новый.
При выполнении работы не разрешается пользоваться учебником,
рабочими тетрадями и другим справочным материалом.
При необходимости можно пользоваться черновиком. Записи в
черновике проверяться и оцениваться не будут.
Советуем выполнять задания в том порядке, в котором они даны. Для
экономии времени пропускай задание, которое не удаётся выполнить сразу, и
переходи к следующему. Если после выполнения всей работы у тебя
останется время, то ты сможешь вернуться к пропущенным заданиям.
Постарайся выполнить как можно больше заданий.

ПИСЬМЕННАЯ ЧАСТЬ
Раздел 1. Аудирование
1
Прослушай четыре коротких диалога, обозначенных А, В, С, D. Определи, где
происходит каждый из этих диалогов. Занеси свои ответы в таблицу.
1. In a park
2. In a hotel
3. In a shop
4. At a party
Диалог

A

B

Место действия

Прослушай разговор и выполни задания 2 – 6.
2
Who is Kevin travelling with?
1) His parents.
2) His class.
3) On his own.
3
What is Kevin’s hobby?
1) Tourism.
2) Sports.
3) Music.
4
What kind of job does Kevin want to do in the future?
1) He wants to be in show business.
2) He wants to be an IT engineer.
3) He wants to be a scientist.
5
What is Kevin planning to do next year?
1) To start university.
2) To continue school.
3) To travel abroad.
4) Not stated.

C

D

6
What souvenirs has Kevin bought?
1) Pictures of the city.
2) Printed T-shirts.
3) Souvenir mugs.
4) Not stated.
Раздел 2. Чтение
7
Прочитай тексты и установи соответствие между текстами А–F и заголовками 1–6. В
ответ запиши цифры, в порядке, соответствующем буквам. Используй каждую
цифру только один раз.
1. A widely used aroma
2. Makes meals different
3. A relaxing effect
4. Holiday scents
5. Creating memories
6. Smelling emotions
A. Nothing brings back memories like a particular smell. Whether it's of Christmas pine, your
grandma's fresh-baked gingerbread, or cookies, the scents of Christmas are truly special. In the
days leading up to this day, the house fills with the wonderful rich, spicy smells of vanilla,
cinnamon and ginger coming from the kitchen, promising delights to come.
B. Some of the most pleasant scents after a hard day are vanilla, lavender, and scents with
cinnamon or ginger. Each combination of aromas can influence you positively. For example,
vanilla's sweet scent can help you if you feel sad, lonely, or depressed. It is a naturally warming
aroma. Cinnamon is good in case you feel tired; it also has a wonderful effect on your nerves,
calming you down.
C. The ability to smell is linked to our ability to remember things. When you first smell a new
thing, you connect it to an event, a person, or even a moment. As a result, later the smell of
cookies might remind you of spending time at your grandmother's house when you were a small
child. When you come across the smell a second or third time, the link is already there, ready to
bring out a certain mood.
D. There are certain smells we can identify from a mile away – almost as if they're
preprogrammed into our minds. One of them is vanilla. Today, vanilla is in our coffee, perfumes,
tea, home products, body lotion, and everywhere! Both the scent and taste of vanilla are very
strong and long-lasting. It is considered one of the most popular scents and flavours in the world.

E. A new study suggests that we can smell not only aromas but feelings as well – fear,
happiness, disgust and joy. The experiments proved that we can find out how a person feels even
if we neither see nor hear him. Nerves inside our nose take informative messages about the
person and his emotional state to the brain. However, the mechanism of how this happens is not
yet clear.
F. Our sense of smell does 80% of the job when we taste various foods. Without a sense of smell
you can’t taste the difference between an apple and a potato or a glass of juice and a cup of cold
coffee. This is why, when our nose is blocked by a cold, most foods seem tasteless. Our sense of
smell becomes stronger when we are hungry.
Текст

A

B

C

D

E

F

Заголовок

Прочитай текст и выполни задания 8 – 12. Выбери и обведи правильный вариант
ответа.
The koala is a small bear-like animal that looks like a soft toy. The animal is cute and nonaggressive, but it’s difficult to see a koala in the Zoo and no one ever keeps them as pets. Why is
it so?
The main reason why people shouldn’t try to take koalas out from their natural home is
their diet. It’s a strict diet of eucalyptus leaves as koalas practically never eat anything else. So,
to keep a koala happy and healthy, you would have to plant about 100 eucalyptus trees!
It’s difficult to explain why koalas love eucalyptus leaves so much. The leaves are tough
and feel like rubber. They have very few calories and they are poisonous to most animals.
Koalas, however, cope with such a diet easily. Nature has equipped them with specialised
adaptations. Each koala eats approximately 200 to 500 grams of leaves per day. They are very
slow eaters and they manage to get the maximum amount of energy from such a small amount of
food.
Koalas spend all their lives on eucalyptus trees and they don’t have any need to leave
them. Normally the animals don’t drink water as they receive it from the leaves. For this reason
the koala got its name from an ancient Aboriginal word meaning “no drink”.
Koalas are slow-breeding animals and their population can't grow fast. The animals were in
danger of extinction at the beginning of the 20th century when the koala was hunted for its fur.
Fortunately, the population has been restored and today the Australian government doesn't
consider the koala as endangered.
8
Most animals enjoy eating fresh eucalyptus leaves.

1) True
2) False
9
Koalas eat low-calorie food.
1) True
2) False
10
Koalas need a lot of fresh water to stay healthy.
1) True
2) False
11
To keep koalas as pets is very difficult.
1) True
2) False
12
The number of koalas in Australia is falling down dramatically.
1) True
2) False
3) Not stated
Раздел 3. Лексика и грамматика
Прочитай приведённый ниже текст. Преобразуй слово, напечатанное заглавными
буквами в скобках так, чтобы оно грамматически соответствовало содержанию
текста. Заполни пропуск полученным словом.
Last year my friend Mia and I went on holiday to Thailand. We stayed in a 13
__________________(FAME) resort which is popular with tourists. We were very lucky with
the weather and we spent most of our days on the beach. The ocean was 14
__________________(FANTASY) – the water was clear and warm. Thailand is a former French
colony and that’s why French is very popular there. Mia was delighted with this fact because she
learns French, she wants to be a 15 __________________(TEACH) of French, and she was
able to practise the language there. She is also

16

_______________(INTEREST) in

architecture and she found some fine examples of the French colonial style in Thailand. It was an

17 __________________(FORGETTABLE) trip for me too. I am a photographer and I took
lots of pictures of people and nature. Several magazines found my photos
__________________(INTEREST) enough to publish. I feel very proud of that.

18

Прочитай приведённый ниже текст, и выполни задания . Преобразуй слово,
напечатанное заглавными буквами в скобках так, чтобы оно грамматически
соответствовало содержанию текста. Заполни пропуск полученным словом.
Once there were four children whose names were Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy. This story
happened to 19 __________________(THEY) when they 20 __________(HAVE TO)
had to leave their home city, London, during the war. They were sent to the house of an old
Professor who lived in the country, ten miles from the

21

___________(NEAR) railway

station. He 22 __________________(NOT/HAVE) a wife and he lived in a very large house
with a housekeeper. He himself was a very old man with white hair which grew over most of his
face as well as on his head.
The

children

liked

him

almost

at

__________________(YOUNG) of them,

once.
24

Only

Lucy,

who

was

the

23

__________(FEEL) a little afraid of him. On

25 ________________(ONE) evening, after dinner, they said good night to the
their
Professor and went upstairs. It was the largest house they had ever seen, so Peter suggested
exploring it in the morning. When the next morning came, there was a steady rain falling.
26
“I wish the weather was
__________(MUCH) cheerful!” said Edmund. “Stop
complaining, Ed,” said Susan. “I think the weather will improve soon.” “We were going to
explore the house,” Peter reminded them. He 27 __________________(EAT) a sandwich at
the moment and was absolutely happy with the whole situation.
28 Ты получил письмо от англоязычного друга по переписке, Andrew.
...Last Friday was a busy day. We had classes till 3 pm and then we went to the museum. I
always thought that museums were boring and I didn't feel excited about the excursion at all. To
my surprise, I enjoyed it very much!...
...Do you think that visiting museums and exhibitions is boring or not, why?.... When was the last
time you were in a museum?... What kind of museum / exhibition would I you like to visit, why?
Напиши ему письмо и ответь на его три вопроса. Помни о правилах написания
личного письма.

УСТНАЯ ЧАСТЬ
1
У тебя есть 1,5 мин, чтобы прочитать текст про себя, затем будь готов прочитать его
вслух. У тебя будет не более 1,5 мин.
Without the energy from the Sun, the Earth would have no life at all. Nowadays everyone knows
that the Sun is a star. Like all stars, the Sun is a great burning ball of gases. To us, it seems large
and red. The other stars look white or light blue because they are much farther from us than the
Sun. In the past, many people believed that the Earth was the centre of the universe. They
thought that the Sun and the stars went round it. Only in 1543, a great Polish scientist published
a book in which he tried to prove a different point of view. According to him, the Earth and the
other planets moved round the Sun. Those people who supported the scientist were often
imprisoned and even killed.

2
STUDENT’S CARD
Give a short talk and express your opinion on the following topic:
The Internet
Remember to speak about the following:


why today’s teenagers use the Internet so much;



how the Internet makes long-distance communication easier;



what dangers teenagers can face when they use the Internet.

Try to be logical and use connecting words:
I'm going to speak about ... In my opinion, I'd like to tell you about ... If you ask me ..
On the one/other hand Firstly, / Secondly, / Last.
Remember to use opinion words: excellent amazing, terrible, awful, boring

3
Разыграй с одноклассником следующую сцену
You play the part of a student in an international language school. The course is about to
finish and you want to make a PowerPoint presentation about your group. You need to take some
photos in class but you don’t have a camera. On campus you see your classmate Barbara/Bob
who has a very good camera.
• Ask your classmate to lend you her/his camera.
• Answer your classmate’s questions about your school day in Russia.
• Reject the invitation to go to the cafeteria. Give an excuse.

Ключи и тексты для аудирования
1
Диалог
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Место действия
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Текст для аудирования
Dialog A.
- Can I help you?
- Yes please. I want to adopt a puppy and i don't know much about dogs or how to take care of
them.
- All right. I can recomend this book. Have a look. It gives a detail instruction of the most
popular breades of dogs. So you can choose what's best for you.
- Ooooh, and it also contains very good pictures. Theese puppies are soo cute! Yes! I'm taking it!
Though... the price is rather high. Anyway.
- The desk cash is over there.
- Fine. Thank you.
Dialog B.
- I've got complains, i'm afraid.
- What happened, Sir? Just let us know. We do everything we can to keep our guests happy.
- The problem is... There's a dog in the next room to mine.
- Yes... And what's the actual problem? Many of our visitors choose us just for that reason. We
admit pets which is very convenient for those who travelwith animals.
- But why didn't anyone told me about it. The dogs barks, I can't sleep properly at night.
- Sorry, Sir. But the only thing we can do is to offer you another room. I'll just check what room
will be quiter.
Dialog C.
- It's pretty cold today, isn't it?
- Yes, it is. But i got used to walk in any weather.
- Is it because you have to walk your dog?
- Yes. Twice a day at least. We are headding to apondat the moment. There're special facilities
for dogs there, like leaders and lamps. Are you going there too?
- Oh, no. I'm going home. That's enough jogging for me today. Too cold!
Dialog D.
- Are you leaving? so soon.
- YEah... I have to. I need to walk my dog and it woun't except any excues from my part.
- Yeah.. I understand. What kind of dog do you have?
- A labrador. He is very clever. But he hates wheni don't followhis routine.
- That's a shame! I mean, that you are leaving. Because it's so cool here and the music is great.

- OK. Just one more dance and i'll be on my way off.
- Yey! Good decision!!!
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1
Текст для аудирования

Kevin: Hi! I’m Kevin. Can I sit here?
Kate: Yes, sure.
Kevin: And what’s your name?
Kate: Kate.
Kevin: Is this your first visit to Paris?
Kate: Yes, I’m from Canada and this is my first visit to Europe or anywhere else. I’ve never been
abroad before and everything seems very exciting. And where are youfrom?
Kevin: From Liverpool. My family’s lived in that part of England for ages and we seldom travel
anywhere either.
Kate: My parents are completely different; they travel a lot because of their job, but they’ve
never taken me with them.
Kevin: I see.
Kate: But this time we are travelling all together as a family. Today we are going to have a
guided excursion of the historical part of Paris. Are you here on your own?
Kevin: No. It’s a school trip. The whole class are here and two teachers to supervise us.
Kate: Oh, it must be interesting travelling in a large group.
Kevin: Yeah. We were awarded this trip when we won the city competition.
Kate: Was it a sports competition?
Kevin: No, it was a competition for school rock bands.
Kate: You’re a musician?
Kevin: Sort of. In our band I play the drums.

Kate: Do you see music as your career? Everyone nowadays wants to be either a celebrity or a
computer genius.
Kevin: Not in my case. Music is just for fun. I’m deeply interested in physics and biology. I
think that absolutely fantastic discoveries are awaiting us in these fields. They could completely
change our idea of the universe and of ourselves.
Kate: So, you want to do scientific research?
Kevin: Exactly.
Kate: But that means getting a very good education…
Kevin: Yes. This is my last year at school and I hope to start my university course this summer.
I’ve got good grades and it makes my plan sound quite realistic.
Kate: Yes, it looks like a good one. You seemto have planned your life very well. I can’t even
make up my mind on what souvenirs to buy for my friends back home…
Kevin: I’ve found a shop with some old photos of the city. I bought several pictures there as gifts
for my friends. They’re not expensive and the images are lovely.
Kate: Yeah, I think that would be better than heavy souvenir mugs or T-shirts with prints. Could
you tell me where the shop is?
No, it's a school trip...
7с
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Пример письма
Polyarny, Russia
May, 20
Dear Andrew,
Thank you for your letter. I’m glad to hear from you again. I'm glad that your opinion about
museums has changed.
I don't think that visiting museums and exhibitions is boring, but you need to choose
something you are interested in. For example, a retro-car museum would never be boring for a
person who's interested in cars. However, if you are indifferent to cars but love flowers, it would
be better to go to a flower exhibition. The last museum I visited was a historical museum. Our
teacher took us there last Wednesday. It was interesting, but the museum was very small. I would
really like to visit the State Historical Museum in Moscow — it has a very rich collection of
artefacts. I hope I'll see it one day.
Write soon.
Best wishes,
Kira

